ThriveCast Template Instructions
These instructions will walk you through the ThriveCast Template (the blank form you will complete with your own
content and images) in creating your Opportunity. We have included a completed sample template here (page 2). Please
refer to the blank ThriveCast Template to walk through each of these sections:

Author: That’s you.
T-Cast Header Image: Select an image that capture the essence of your Quest. To find royalty free images
you may search Pexels or Pixabay. In Google Images, you can refine a search by clicking
Tools>Usage Rights>Labeled for Reuse.
T-Cast Title: Succinct and to the point, usually just a few words.
Short Text: A call to action providing brief context about the value of the Quest. Usually under 20 words.
Focus: This sets up both the focus and criteria for showing successful completion of the Quest. Each of these 3
sentences should be succinct, keeping them under 30 words.
• Header: Frames the Quest. Why is this important and what real-world value will they gain?
• 1st Bullet: What will they achieve? Consider a general prompt that could support your learners in
pursuing the targeted skills or knowledge towards a particular goal.
• 2nd Bullet: How will the user achieve impact? Consider a prompt that will help the user apply this in
their own lives for real-world impact.
Thrive Stories: New platforms must be seeded with stories created by the designers, before players enter, to
serve as model outcomes and provide diverse ideas. Here are things to keep in mind:
• Create 2 stories. In creating each persona, try to embody the voice of a real person that might use this
platform, authentic in age, word choice, and issues relevant to them. The more detailed, the more
believable and relatable.
• Represent a diversity of people and perspectives to motivate creativity and new applications.
• Be sure to address the Quest Focus, and illustrate what they did in relation to those criteria.
• Each Story includes a Cover Image, and sometimes evidence or artifact that represents growth. Feel free
to create an actual artifact, use one you already have, or find an image of something relevant. If real
names are visible, please blur or replace with pseudonyms.
• Images need not be beautiful photographs. Actual artifacts, data, or common pictures are most authentic.
Growth Activities: Activities are designed to support the player in learning and growing the necessary
skills to be successful in their Thrive Story and meet the Focus criteria. Activities include the following
elements. You can also describe or create a task on the H5P.Org site.
• Description- Overview of the learning task, provides a brief overview
of what they’ll be doing. Usually a few sentences—a short call to action.
• Resources- (pdfs, videos, data, graphs, games, interactives, etc.)
Should be carefully selected, crafted, or curated, as they carry the main
weight of the Activity, with the necessary content and skills for success.
The goal is for the user to interrogate the resources, and engage in analysis,
skill building, reflection, and application of content. These can be digital,
real-world, or blended experiences, and can link to other media. Diversity of
modalities is encouraged across the resources. Typically, 2-4 resources are
used, but more complex topics may require more.
• Task- Supports the learner in integrating and translating the ideas into
meaningful applications in their own life. Create a targeted task to complete with the resources. These
instructions do not contain context or framing (which is in the Description). Typically, 1-2 sentences.
• Completion Text: This appears on the Challenge once the player has completed and submitted their
response. The text should connect to what they did in the challenge. Should be a specific affirmation, not
‘Good job!’ We don’t know if they did well or not. Should be about one sentence.

ThriveCast Template
Author Name

Anna Arici

ThriveCasts provide the core interaction in the ThriveCast Platform, designed to activate one’s potential for growth, impact and relationship
T-Cast Title Child & Adolescent Development

Short Text (Call to action)

The changes that happen in childhood and adolescence can set the
stage for future happiness, health and success.

Focus: Specify what the user will achieve, what counts as success, and why the work is important
First Bullet: Framing - Why is it valuable?

Second Bullet: Deliverable - What will the user achieve?

Third Bullet: Evaluation - How user will gauge impact?

While a real understanding of human
development requires long-term study, its
important to review key concepts and translate
those into practice with the youth in your life.

Think of a topic relevant to the current
development of kids or teens in your life. Explore
how you could better meet their emotional,
physical, social and cognitive needs.

Identify a specific element of development that
you want to target for your these youth. Share
why its important, and how you'll address it in
your interactions.

Stories provide grounded, yet aspirational examples, of what users can achieve through Quest
Story 1 Title

Teen brains: Under renovation!

Story 2 Title

Playtime is seriously important!
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